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Welcome to the Spring 2021 issue of Airside
International, another edition that reflects
the huge impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
on the aviation industry. There is little sign at
the moment of a recovery in the sector, as
the virus mutates and governments remain
extremely wary about the risks of new strains
entering their countries.
There is some light at the end of the tunnel,
however. Around the world, nations have
begun immunisation programmes that it is
hoped will provide a high level of protection
against Covid-19. If so, we can hope that
confidence in air travel might quickly return.
Moreover, while the industry has been hard
hit, aviation retains an important place in
international trade – demand for air cargo
capacity remains strong, unlike that for
passenger seats – and it is playing a vital role
in moving vaccines across the globe.
Thus, Airside continues to have plenty on
which to report. Features in this issue take
in assessments of the growing interest in
electric high lifts and loaders, alongside a
similarly increasing realisation of the value of
today’s tracking and telematics technologies.
We also examine how airport operators take
care to keep their runways in a safe and
operationally efficient condition.
Related to the latter subject, Airside considers

how airport operators go about making
the vital choices on when to upgrade their
pavement surfaces and how the Pavy cloudbased product can help them in that decisionmaking process.
In terms of product updates, we cover the
latest modifications to the PaxLIft ambulift and
Goldhofer Sherpa E electric tractors, as well as
new take-up of Mallaghan’s TA8299 de-icer.
The challenge facing handlers at the moment
is not forgotten, as we consider the latest
news from Alliance Ground International
(AGI), AeroGround and Turkey’s Havas.
Staying in Turkey, Pegasus Airlines offers its
thoughts on how carriers can keep their own
handlers as well as passengers safe from the
virus, while news from GSE manufacturers
includes an interview with David Burgess
– the new managing director of Bliss-Fox –
and words of wisdom from Nathalie Hayes,
operations director of UK-based electric
vehicle supplier JLC.
Finally, Mark Finch, latterly of Menzies
Aviation and now managing director
of consultancy firm EDIwave, offers
his thoughts on the value of the more
sustainable GSE that is now widely available
to both operators and the environment.
We hope you enjoy the issue.
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SWEEP YOUR AIRFIELD
BETTER, FASTER, SAFER
the fod*boss airfield sweeper is the cure for foreign object damage to aircraft, guaranteed
From its high collection capabilities to its amazing
speed and unrivalled efficiency it is not just the
ultimate FOD sweeper, it is the ultimate FOD*BOSS.
Every one of our sweepers is meticulously hand built
drawing on 25 years experience. Ask any current
owner and they will testify that safety, performance
and quality are the key reasons why they chose the
FOD*BOSS as the solution to combat Foreign Object
Debris.

Invented by us in 1994, our multi-patented system
has a 10 year unconditional guarantee. Every element
from its design to the way it’s built sets it apart and
makes it the safest sweeping option. Tarmac sweeping
is essential, make every second count, do not leave
anything behind.
Put the FOD*BOSS to the test via one of our worldwide
specialist dealers. If at any time it is proven not to be
the worlds best FOD sweeper, return for refund.

The result is a virtually maintenance free tarmac
sweeper capable of removing dangerous material such
as rocks, metallic and non-metallic objects, luggage
hardware and even sand, that has a sweep width from
8ft./ 2.4m up to 24ft./ 7.3m and operates at speeds
up to 35mph/ 55 kph in wet or dry conditions.

ULTIMATE AIRFIELD SWEEPER

Contact us to arrange a demonstration and see for yourself what makes our sweeper trully exceptional:

www.fodboss.com or fodboss@aerosweep.com
The FOD*BOSS system is subject to patents and or patent applications
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Menzies Aviation’s GSE fleet includes this
JBT AeroTech Commander 15i loader

Staying on track
Sustainability has been top of the agenda among users of high lifts and loaders in recent times,
with electric units gaining momentum. Are customers still willing to invest in such equipment,
or has the ‘green’ agenda taken a back seat in light of the immense disruption caused by
Covid-19?
Despite the best of intentions, the aviation
community had to reassess its priorities
dramatically in 2020 when Covid-19 took
hold, resulting in a devastating drop in
demand for air travel.

loaders has been steady thanks to the
continued stability of air cargo demand
during the pandemic.

Increased demand on the supply chain,
including air freight, resulted in a “good
level” of freighter activity, however, says
Rémi Langlois, chief operating officer at
TLD Canada.

He explains: “Many passenger aircraft
have been grounded during the
pandemic. Usually, a lot of cargo is
transported in their bellies; cargo aircraft
have had to compensate for that lost
capacity, which has meant maindeck
loaders have been in demand.”

Similarly, TREPEL Airport Equipment
managing director Carsten Schimkat
confirms that while demand for lower
deck loaders, pushbacks and other types
of GSE took a hit, business for maindeck

Furthermore: “A lot of ground handlers
and airlines have been trying to prepare
for the Covid-19 vaccine, which needs
to be transported by air cargo in chilled
containers,” Schimkat continues. “One

4
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customer placing an order with us
for maindeck loaders said they were
needed in particular for the increased
business expected in relation to vaccine
transportation.”
The level of investment in GSE varies from
one country to another. For instance,
TREPEL does a lot of business in China,
which has been “back to normal” for four
or five months now, Schimkat says.
The opening of new airports such as
Beijing Daxing International Airport (which
began operations in September 2019) has
also generated demand for new high lifts
and loaders in recent times, Langlois adds.
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A change of pace?
The combination of severe economic
challenges and continuing uncertainty
about future volumes make capacity
planning and investment decisions very
difficult at present, with the result that
the switch from diesel to electric GSE has
generally slowed during the pandemic,
according to Simon Batt-Nauerz,
managing director at AeroGround Berlin.
With the industry in crisis and flight
volumes subdued, the main focus in the
short term remains on cash preservation.
Still, long-term environmental targets have
not been consigned to the (recycling) bin.
GSE is a major contributor to a handler’s
carbon footprint, so moving away from
diesel models is vital to reducing its
environmental impact. High lifts and
loaders have not been left behind.

Sales of TLD’s reGen battery-powered
loaders overtook sales of their diesel
counterparts for the first time in 2020

Examples of electric loaders include
JBT AeroTech’s Commander 15i and
Commander 30i, as well as TREPEL’s
CHAMP 140, Challenger 150 and
Challenger 280.
Highlighting the benefits of electric
equipment in terms of environmental
performance and the health of staff on
the ramp, Menzies Aviation senior vice
president, GSE Stephen Gallagher adds:
“Whilst the up-front investment is at
present more expensive than conventional
vehicles, the total cost of ownership
is reduced due to lower maintenance
requirements and levels of availability on
the ramp, which makes electric models an
attractive option from a cost efficiency
perspective as well.
“The main limitation to increasing the
electric fleet is that the more electric assets
are introduced to the apron, the more
pressure is placed on the supply network,”
he continues. “To overcome this challenge, it
is essential that ground handlers and airport
operators work closely together to improve
the airport infrastructure.”
At Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER),
which opened on 31 October 2020, this is
a work in progress, observes Batt-Nauerz.
Rising fuel costs and increasing
maintenance costs make investments

A TLD reGen loader serves an
Air France passenger jet

in new, more efficient electric GSE
worthwhile, he says.
But: “For a fully electric GSE fleet,
charging infrastructure has to be
extended. Prior to the opening of the new
airport, improvements in infrastructure
took place. Yet more has to be done in
order for the ground handlers [there] to
completely switch from diesel to electric.”
AeroGround is keen to play its part in

reducing emissions at Berlin Brandenburg
Airport; it has invested in electric-drive
GSE, such as electric high loaders, mainly
working with Laweco and TREPEL models.
Already: “Due to the move to BER and
the new ground handling contracts with
the Lufthansa Group and Eurowings
we were able to significantly invest in
our ground handling equipment,” BattNauerz says. “We increased our fleet
with new modern equipment, such as

Spring 2021 | airsideint.com
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JBT’s Cargo Chute was designed
for use with ‘preighters’

JBT’s Falcon is a smaller loader that
supports feeder cargo aircraft operations

maindeck high loaders, ground power
units [GPUs] and towbarless pushback
trucks, and also exchanged older
equipment for new.”
It could even be said that the pandemic
has presented an opportunity for step
changes including the introduction of
more sustainable handling practices,
Gallagher points out.
TLD, for instance, has seen sustained
interest in its electric models. Its batterypowered loaders, called reGen because
of their energy regeneration capabilities,
were introduced more than 10 years ago
and are improved every year with new
features and added efficiency.
“2020 was not the exception and was
the first year where the sales of electric
loaders overcame the sales of diesel
loaders,” Langlois says.
TREPEL, too, has seen increased
interest in electric or electrified
maindeck loaders. “We’ve sold quite
a few of these over the past eight
months,” says Schimkat (speaking in
January). “So I don’t think the Covid-19
pandemic caused interest in electric
GSE to fall.”
6

Menzies is certainly maintaining its
emphasis on sustainability. Besides its
ongoing shift towards electric GSE,
the handler continually reviews the
operation of its equipment using “the
latest telematic technologies as well
as advanced schedule planning and
resource allocation tools to ensure that
each asset is used and operated to the
highest level of efficiency, to reduce any
unnecessary emissions”, Gallagher says.
Plus: “As a global player we work closely
alongside all of the OEMs [original
equipment manufacturers], sharing our
wealth of experience and expertise that
we have built up over the course of many
years. This drives the highest levels of
efficiency that we need from each asset,
along with the highest safety standards
possible,” Gallagher declares.
Like Menzies, AeroGround appreciates
the importance of understanding how
equipment is used and when it needs
maintenance.
Of course, this is not possible without
smart GPS tracking and analysis
software, Batt-Nauerz notes. This is one
area in which the handler is testing new
systems and technologies in partnership
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with manufacturers.
“GPS tracking would allow us to
locate our GSE better and use it
more efficiently. We would also be
able to know which high loader has
to be charged or checked on by our
maintenance team. For passenger steps
or GPUs we are able to charge our
customer by the minute in order to
ensure that GSE is only paid for when in
use. We can also evaluate the life cycle of
GSE better,” Batt-Nauerz adds.
Flexibility
Manufacturers have been keen to keep
innovating through the pandemic. For
instance, CIMC Air Marrel expanded
its range of ‘green’ equipment last
year with the addition of new batterypowered catering trucks, cargo loaders
and apron buses (as reported by Airside
International, 4 September 2020).
At TREPEL: “We are using this quiet time
to prepare for when business comes
back,” Schimkat says. “The overall decline
in orders has left us with more capacity
in our engineering department, which we
are using to work on new developments
and products (which we are not ready to
reveal just yet).”
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fully ready for deployment.
“More automation is certainly the future
of loaders and TLD is really pushing in that
direction by working on more advanced
docking systems and some automated
operating sequences. The idea is not
necessarily to have a fully autonomous
loader, but to simplify and ease the
operator’s role while ensuring he/she
remains in control with more safety.”

Menzies Aviation’s
Stephen Gallagher

Elsewhere, Langlois says: “Even with the
market drop, TLD continues to invest
massively in engineering to develop new
products and features. Our ASD+ system,
which is a docking assistance system that
controls the loader during docking, is now

JBT AeroTech, too, is working to further
strengthen its green product offering,
including expanding the range of electric
powered loaders and adding electricpowered pushback tractors. Two main
focus areas for JBT’s loaders in the
coming years are alternative power
options and automation of aircraft
docking, confirms David Bunting, JBT
Ground Support Equipment managing
director – EMEA.
Plus, the company has developed some
new products specifically in response

Cleaning regime
Numerous measures are in place
throughout the aviation industry, as
elsewhere, to minimise the risk of
transmission of Covid-19. These measures
vary depending on the level of risk in any
given area.
At Menzies: “We have not made changes
to the operation of high lifts and loaders
specifically as these require only single
agent operation, and so sit outside of our
revised Covid-19 secure social distancing
measures,” explains Gallagher.
“We have, however, introduced an
enhanced cleaning regime to maintain the
highest level of hygiene standards which
extends to our fleet of GSE.
“Operatives are provided with disinfecting
wipes that allow the cleaning of high touch
points before and after use. These same
contact points are subject to an enhanced
cleaning regime at the point of scheduled
weekly inspection,” he adds.
In the last five snow seasons, Denver
Airport received an average of 45.2
inches of snow each year

2020 has been challenging but productive for Guangtai
Group. While Guangtai has been effectively guarding
the health of all our employees, NONE of which has
ever got infected, we have never given up on our social
responsibility and supplied the domestic and global
markets with near 2000 units of GSE during this very
concerning period.
Now as Guangtai approaching his 30th birthday, we
wish everyone a happy lunar new year. In 2021, we are
standing by you and ready to support you as usual!
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One of AeroGround’s
maindeck high loaders

to the changes in aircraft use during the
pandemic.
Its Cargo Chute facilitates the unloading
of packages from the passenger cabins of
aircraft that are transporting freight – socalled ‘preighters’.
The chute is mounted onto passenger
steps (it can be fitted to new steps or
retrofitted to existing units of almost
any make); handling staff can still use
the stairs to access the cabin, and slide
packages down the chute. JBT says this
solution improves safety and efficiency of
unloading by reducing the physical strain
on staff, cutting manpower requirements
and increasing the speed of unloading.
The JBT Cargo Chute can be used in
conjunction with the company’s rollerbed, which facilitates the movement of
goods from inside the aircraft.
No permanent modification to passenger
steps is necessary, making this a usefully
flexible solution in times of fluctuating
passenger demand when many airlines have
sought to bolster their income and keep
their passenger aircraft flying by supporting
the ever-growing e-commerce market.
JBT also launched a new cargo loader, the
Falcon, for smaller cargo aircraft such as
Cessna, ATR and CRJ models.

8

The company says: “With a lift capacity
of 2,267kg (5,000lbs), platform lift
heights compatible with feeder cargo
aircraft, and truck transfer flexibility,
the Falcon loader combines the ease
of operation, ease of maintenance and
high reliability of JBT’s conventionally
sized cargo loaders with the size and
maneuverability needed for emerging
feeder cargo aircraft operations.”
Products like these are designed to allow
companies to adapt to changing levels of
demand as a result of a specific challenge.
In general though, even under less unusual
circumstances, handlers also try to keep
their fleets adaptable by achieving the
right mix of permanent and temporary
assets. A balanced mix between leasing
and purchasing new equipment is key.
Besides the lesser demand for lower
deck loaders due to reduced passenger
flights, and the slight rise in the need for
maindeck loaders to keep freight moving,
Bunting notes there has been “a large
number of hired rental models available
on the market” since Covid-19 emerged.
He adds: “We’ve seen an increase in short
term rental enquiries, for example up to 12
months, and longer term lease requests.”
At AeroGround: “I believe we have a
healthy mix between purchased GSE, which
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Simon Batt-Nauerz, managing
director of AeroGround Berlin

allows us the necessary stability, and leased
GSE, which we can adapt more easily in
times of uncertainty,” Batt-Nauerz says.
Since investing in new units to serve its
clients at Berlin Brandenburg Airport,
AeroGround has not made any major
plans to increase its fleet.
“The Covid-19 pandemic unfortunately
does not allow us to pursue long-term
investment plans. We hope to be able
to invest more in new equipment once
air traffic increases and we can be more
certain about the future developments of
flights,” Batt-Nauerz says.

Power
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Simply smarter ground support

EMISSION FREE
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Whether you need 28 VDC or 400 Hz power,
we have a battery driven eGPU for you.
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power installation, remote parking areas and hangars.
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Handlers big and small have taken the decision
to use modern tracking and telematics systems
to optimise the value of their GSE fleets

Telematics: a cost-effective
option for optimising GSE
fleet efficiency
Airside meets two suppliers of tracking and telematics systems, a way of
maximising the benefit of GSE units and thus an even more attractive option than
usual in these pandemic-affected times
Targa Telematics is a Treviso, Italyheadquartered specialist in smart mobility
systems, offering solutions in the areas of
management, maintenance, monitoring
and pooling of vehicle fleets. It is active
in markets including commercial vehicle
fleets, car rentals and construction, as well
as airport service vehicles and GSE.
Carlo Stefanelli, Targa’s chief technology
officer, explains that the company has
been in the smart mobility market for
approximately 20 years, primarily involved
in passenger car fleets and specialised
vehicles. In 2016, in partnership with GSE
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lessor specialist TCR, it moved into the
airport sector.
“With TCR’s experience and our
technology, we really started looking to
the on-airport handling market,” Stefanelli
informs. Targa is particularly strong in the
artificial intelligence (AI) and data analytics
elements of mobility systems. “This is our
DNA,” he says.
For the dedicated on-airport GSE market,
Targa offers an off-the-shelf product
that optimises vehicle and fleet usage, in
addition to improving safety. As well as
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facilitating the usual collecting, recording
and analysing of data that a modern
telematics system affords, Targa’s solution
offers additional features such as ‘remote
authorisation’ – a GSE unit’s operator must
prove their identity before the vehicle will
start, either by swiping their badge ID or
using their smart phone.
While offering security against theft
or inappropriate usage of GSE, such a
process also enables Targa’s customers to
know who is operating what items of GSE
and when – and so also, of course, enables
them to track and assess how each
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Has there ever been a more important time to invest
in telematics?
Given the need to look for cost reductions
and performance improvements as a direct
result of the global pandemic over the last year
or so, GSE operators could quite easily make
the decision to cancel telematics contracts
and shelve plans to consider this type of
technology in the immediate future, notes Paul
Holmes, managing director of Smarter Asset
Management (SAM), a UK-based provider of
asset tracking solutions. The question is: would
this be the best move now?

Carlo Stefanelli is chief
technology officer at Targa
Telematics

operator uses the equipment in terms of
safety and efficiency.
Another feature of Targa’s telematics
system is that it allows the company’s
customers to put in place a relevant
pricing model for their customers. For
example, telematics can show how much
power a given ground power unit supplied
to an aircraft, and so the customer airline
can be charged accordingly.
Telematics also facilitate proactive
maintenance to be undertaken, optimising
the through-life performance of GSE for
a handler, Stefanelli observes. Targa’s
system offers all these fairly standard
benefits of a telematics system, but it
also offers customisations as required
by any particular client. Targa’s team
of developers has produced customerspecific features on a project-by-project
basis, he declares.
Stefanelli also points to another specific
selling point of Targa’s telematics solution:
its particular value in relation to the
growing number of operators of electric
vehicles (EVs) on airport ramps. Noncombustion engine-powered GSE units
typically benefit from a greater degree of
telematics-based usage analysis, he asserts,
because of the different characteristics of
their power supply and how their batteries
are best used and charged.

Given the results delivered by SAM while
working with Menzies Aviation, it could be very
strongly argued that the answer to the above
question is ‘no’, Holmes suggests. The work
done by Menzies and SAM (see Airside article:
Menzies goes with telematics from Smarter
Asset Management, https://www.airsideint.com/
issue-article/menzies-goes-with-telematicsfrom-smarter-asset-management/) proves that
delivery of quality and meaningful data sourced
from a true GSE telematics solution does result
in increased fleet utilisation – and, therefore,
reduced operating costs, he says.
In the coming months and years, it will be more
important than ever before to optimise fleet
usage and at the same time save money by using
less fuel, preventing damage and consequent
repair costs, and avoiding penalty fines. All this,

coupled with the safety benefits of only allowing
trained staff to use the appropriate equipment,
makes the adoption of telematics a bit of a ‘no
brainer’, Holmes suggests.
As a direct result of the return of unwanted
GSE equipment (driven by telematics data
analysis and the pandemic), SAM currently has a
surplus of refurbished aviation industry-specific
telematics hardware in full warranty.
On average, the return of a single piece of
motorised GSE equipment would fund many
telematics devices for months and, in some
cases, years, Holmes considers. “So, in essence,
telematics is free and the operators get all the
benefits of telematics thrown in.”
SAM is not like other providers in this space,
in that it does not rent out equipment on
never-ending fixed price agreements, Holmes
advises. “Think about a SIM-only mobile
phone deal. Given SAM’s stance on rentals
and the availability of pre-funded refurbished
equipment, the company can – on the majority
of occasions – offer a GSE-specific solution
at zero capital cost and more than likely at a
lower monthly fee than what the GSE operator
currently pays, if they have telematics,” Holmes
points out.

Given SAM’s stance on rentals and the
availability of pre-funded refurbished
equipment, the company can – on the
majority of occasions – offer a GSEspecific solution at zero capital cost and
more than likely at a lower monthly fee
than what the GSE operator currently
pays
Paul Holmes
SAM
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All sorts of GSE can benefit
from the installation of today’s
telematics systems

Targa’s solution is particularly geared
to optimising the utility of those
characteristics, demonstrating when
batteries should be recharged, the effects
of idling times on battery performance
and so on; each characteristic also varies
according to the type of battery (such as
lead acid or lithium-ion) used.
“We provide actionable insights for the
GSE handler based on the nature of the
battery and the electric vehicle, its health
and its usage patterns,” Stefanelli says.
This is vital given the cost of any electric
battery that powers today’s GSE.
Targa’s telematics systems are in use
across Europe (its biggest market), the US,
Latin America, Asia and even Oceania.
Handlers using Targa’s telematics systems
include Swissport, Menzies, dnata, Red
Handling and DHL, while airline customers
take in British Airways (part of the AngloSpanish IAG Group), Emirates of Dubai in
the UAE, Scandinavia’s SAS, KLM of the
Netherlands (part of Air France-KLM) and
United of the US.
Typically, the bigger operators are more
familiar with telematics and know exactly
what they require when they approach
Targa, Stefanelli says. Smaller customers
are less familiar with the technology and
what it can achieve, but can be more agile

12

in their deployment of such systems.
Customers have installed Targa’s telematic
modules on a wide range of GSE, including
pushbacks, de-icing units and baggage
tractors. The system is being used even
with cheaper GSE such as baggage
tractors because it is very affordable,
Stefanelli says, thanks to the fact that it is
based on technology developed for large
commercial and passenger vehicle fleets,
for which it can be sold in high volumes at
an affordable price.
Technology doesn’t stand still, and
nor does Targa. It is benefiting from
the latest innovations in fields such
as edge computing, AI and the Cloud,
and the company’s own R&D team is
putting in place new features almost on
a weekly basis, Stefanelli says. Further
EV optimisation is a current priority for
the company, he states, as is working
on any technology that can help fleet
managers minimise their spend on new
GSE acquisition by optimising fleet
performance.
Targa is also putting a lot of work into how
its telematics solutions can support GSE
pooling at larger airports, its data analysis
having shown that such a strategy can
significantly reduce the amount of GSE
required at any given gateway across all
the handlers active there.
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And in the context of the Covid-19
pandemic, telematics is proving its worth
more than ever, Stefanelli says. Targa
telematic data is being accessed and
analysed even more than usual right now,
he notes, despite the fact that there is
currently significantly less GSE being
used on airport ramps around the world
because of the collapse in the passenger
aviation business. It seems that GSE
operators are keener than ever in these
challenging times to see how they might
optimise equipment performance and
thereby minimise costs.

We provide
actionable insights
for the GSE handler
based on the nature
of the battery and
the electric vehicle,
its health and its
usage patterns
Carlo Stefanelli
Targa Telematics
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RUNWAY MAINTENANCE

Different approaches to
runway maintenance
There’s more than one way to skin a cat, they say – and there’s more than one way for airport
operators to ensure that their runways and taxiways remain in good condition and safe for the
rigours of airfield operations

A representation of Jetting Systems’
Osprey control panel

Salisbury, Wiltshire, UK-headquartered
Jetting Systems Ltd designs and
manufactures runway rubber removal
machinery that is used to maintain
runway friction at some of the largest
airports around the world. Its flagship
range of airport-focused machines is
branded Osprey.
The lateral versions of the Osprey are
deep-cleaning units that reduce the
need for frequent maintenance and
allow the operator to change the width
of coverage from inside the cab, while
linear Osprey units can be used where
fast and frequent access and operations
is preferred.
These vehicles use “state-of-the-art
technology” and benefit from experience
dating back to the 1990s, explains
business development executive Daniel
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Woods. Using only ultra high-pressure
water, without chemicals or abrasives,
the machines remove rubber, recover all
debris and restore runway friction in a
single pass, he informs.
Osprey lateral machines are managed
by computer numerical control (CNC)
technology that enables a single head to
move with absolute precision, Woods
says. Once the relevant parameters
have been set, the process is highly
automated. Working parallel to
drainage grooves and with water flow
concentrated over a much smaller area
than larger linear heads, the system
is thorough and comprehensive in its
rubber removal coverage, he declares.
The Osprey operator selects ‘Jetting On’
and starts to move the unit forwards.
Once the minimum speed has been
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achieved, the rubber removal head
starts to track across the front of the
machine and is perfectly synchronised
with the forward speed of the machine.
If the operator reduces forward speed,
for example where deposits are heavier,
the rubber removal head’s lateral speed
slows and more rubber is removed.
The lateral system offers minute
adjustments of cleaning width, from
300mm to the current maximum of 2.3m.
Selection of rubber or paint removal is
possible from within the operator’s cab
without any interruption of operations,
or the need for any additional tools. The
nozzle height (the ‘stand off’ distance from
runway to nozzle) is also adjustable from
inside the operator’s cab, along with the
number of head revolutions per minute
(rpm) of the system, water pressure and
a host of other parameters that can be
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in as little as 21 minutes. (Aerosweep
offers Duplex twin-mat trailer and
Triplex three-mat trailer variants of
the FOD*BOSS, as well as the standard
single sweeper model, that can sweep
varying widths of pavement.) “That is an
important consideration when deciding
to shut down a busy runway and when,”
Nicholson points out.
The inherent flexibility of the FOD*BOSS
also makes it unique, he continues. It
is sufficiently agile to be used around
parked aircraft and busy apron areas,
because it can be towed behind the
smallest of electric vehicles.

Aerosweep’s FOD*BOSS

altered to suit operating conditions.
Runway lights and expansion grooves are
not a problem and line-marking cleaning
is also possible. Says Woods: “We are the
only manufacturer who can offer both
linear and lateral, power take-off (PTO)
and auxiliary engine power, hydrostatic
and reduction gearbox-driven machines
– and are therefore well placed to
impartially offer the best solution for any
individual airport.”
In fact, he says, Jetting Systems has its
machines operating at gateways ranging
from small international airports serving
less than 4 million passengers a year to
some of the busiest airports in the world,
where fleets of Ospreys are used nightly
to ensure the safe handling of 80 million
or more passengers a year.

Friction sweeping

Melbourne, Australia-headquartered
Aerosweep specialises in developing
and supplying specialty speed sweeping
systems for various industries, including
the aviation sector. It manufactures
FOD*BOSS, a unique way of keeping
runways and other pavement area clear
of foreign object debris (FOD).
The FOD*BOSS Ultimate is an airfield
friction sweeper that has been in

use since 1994 at major airports and
air bases. Supplying to a wide range
of airports, from the world’s largest
international gateways to small airfields,
as well as its Melbourne headquarters
Aerosweep also has speciality dealers
throughout the world that can provide
expert advice and assistance in
identifying the most effective sweeping
configuration for each airfield’s needs.
Russell Nicholson, head of sales &
marketing at Aerosweep, explains that
what makes the FOD*BOSS Ultimate
unique among friction sweepers is the
patented critical safety features that are
built into every unit.
These four safety features work
“synergistically”, he says, not only to
maximise the FOD pick-up rate, but
also to ensure that the FOD is captured
within the equipment’s mat and is
trapped there throughout the sweeping
process. This happens in wet or dry
conditions, in high winds, and during
high-speed and low-speed sweeps alike.
The FOD*BOSS can operate at speeds up
to 35mph/55kph. In practice, this allows
a typical runway of 7,500ft by 148ft
(2,286m by 45m) to be entirely swept by
a single 8ft (2.4m) sweeper in as little as
56 minutes, whereas the Triplex variant
of the system can sweep the same area

Not only can the FOD*BOSS handle the
big and wide-open spaces where FOD
needs to be cleared, such as runways
and taxiways, it can also be used as a
“fine-grooming tool”, says Nicholson,
as it can be deployed rapidly and in
smaller and busier areas where certain
restrictions may preclude the use of
larger systems.
The impact of Covid-19
The pandemic has, of course, had a
massive impact on airport operations,
and this has had a knock-on effect on
suppliers to airport authorities.
While Aerosweep has not escaped
the consequences of the Covid-19
pandemic, it has not suffered from the
downturn to the same extent as some
of its aviation industry colleagues,
Nicholson asserts.
“What we have noticed is that airfield
maintenance programmes must continue
to run and while passenger numbers
flying have declined significantly, freight
operations have continued, if not
increased their proportion of total air
movements at airports.
“FOD continues to be created and must
continue to be swept and cleared,” he
observes. “As a recent customer told
me, ‘Passengers aren’t flying, but planes
are still operating and airports are still
functioning, so we must continue to
ensure they have the safest operating
environment we can provide’.”
Now, airports are looking for more costSpring 2021 | airsideint.com
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The Osprey is a highly effective tool for removing
rubber from runways and other pavement

effective ways of operating, Nicholson
believes, adding that the FOD*BOSS is the
“perfect tool for achieving a lower cost FOD
management program without sacrificing
effectiveness and safety”.
At Jetting Systems, Woods confirms
that many airport authorities have
taken advantage of the unprecedented
worldwide reduction in air travel
to carry out extensive maintenance
of their facilities. In fact, he says,
“Our machines have remained busy
throughout this period.”
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Moreover, some new sales have also
been made, Woods recalls. Airport
Authority Hong Kong (AAHK) is a
valued repeat customer, he notes,
which has helped boost sales in Asia
in recent years. Four machines have
been delivered to other airports in that
region over the course of the last year.
Meanwhile, Jetting Systems has
continued to make improvements to the
Osprey design.
“R&D [research and development]
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has always been a central pillar of our
operations, allowing us to drive innovation
in the industry,” Woods states. “Last year,
we revolutionised jet bar design, using
computer-modelled nozzle placement and
sizing to radically improve both rubber and
paint removal results.”
The benefits from this include a 30%
decrease in water usage and a 30%
improvement in performance (as
measured in terms of m2 covered per
hour). The risk of runway damage has
also been dramatically reduced, he notes.
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ASI keeps going strong
ASI Solutions is a Wolverhampton,
UK-based specialist in asphalt
preservation. Best known for its
Rhinophalt product, it helps to protect
and preserve asphalt and macadam
surfaces including those of airfields,
test tracks, bridges and car parks.
ASI regards asphalt preservation
as a more sustainable and costeffective way of keeping runways and
taxiways serviceable compared with
runway resurfacing. Best utilised as a
preventative maintenance measure
in asset management, it extends
the operational life of older asphalt
pavements to allow for planned
replacement and to arrest aggregate loss.
The Covid-19 pandemic has not stopped
the company in its tracks, as Howard
Robinson, managing director of ASI,
informs. “It has been another positive
year for ASI Solutions in the airport
sector around the globe, as more and
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to notice an increase in the number of
enquiries it was receiving, Nicholson
informs. Moreover, he says: “Interestingly,
the benefit of upgrading a sweeper from
a single unit to a Duplex or Triplex system
is being realised by more and more of
our customers.

‘Airports like Rhinophalt because the work
causes minimum disruption’

“Being able to achieve more within
the same time frame is the type of
productivity benefit every finance or
operations team is looking for.”
Jetting Systems’ Woods hears from
airport customers that, while much of
the world has been hit hard by Covid-19
and global aviation has been largely
grounded, there is great pent-up demand
for travel both for leisure and business.
Wage support schemes have kept many
economies going and ensure that people
will still travel in large numbers as soon
as it is safe to do so, he points out.
more operators are recognising the
benefits of Rhinophalt as a sustainable
and cost-effective way of keeping
runways and taxiways in better condition
for longer, therefore protecting the
previous investment they have made in
the surfaces of their runways.
“This is crucial at a time when the
sector has been through a very tough
year on every level because of the
pandemic. This also comes at a time
when all airports around the world
are trying to do more to drive more
sustainable ways of working and change
their approach to how they deliver
airside operations.”
And he observes of this difficult time: “As
budgets get cut at airports around the
world because of the pandemic, Rhinophalt
offers a solution for airports that can’t or
don’t want to resurface as frequently as they
might have done in the past.”
According to ASI, one application of
Rhinophalt produces 97% less carbon than
conventional asphalt resurfacing. Moreover,
it is the most sustainable asphalt pavement
solution available, the company insists,
because the technique allows more of the
original aggregates in the asphalt to remain
in place and to be protected, meaning that
resurfacing (which puts new aggregates and
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bitumen in) need not take place so often.
It significantly reduces FOD caused by
surface ravelling (unraveling or fraying).
Re-lining can be applied in the same shift.
Surfaces can be treated at night, working
within tight maintenance windows to
minimise operational disruption.
“Airports like Rhinophalt because the work
causes minimum disruption, meaning
runways and taxiways can be open within
just a few hours of [the treatment] being
applied,” Robinson declares.
Over the past 12 months or so, ASI has
worked at airports including Keflavik and
Reykjavik in Iceland, where both taxiways
and runways were treated, as well as at
several regional airports in the UK, such
as Exeter and Cranfield.
Also in the UK, one’s of ASI’s approved
contractors applied more than 500,000m2
of Rhinophalt at RAF Brize Norton, the
largest Rhinophalt project carried out on
any airfield anywhere in the world.
Coming out the other side
Once the aviation industry does start to
properly recover from the effects of the
pandemic, suppliers to the industry are
likely to see the upside. By December
last year, Aerosweep was already starting
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“We therefore see a post-vaccine
bounce-back restoring passenger
numbers in a wave across airports
around the world over the coming
months and years. It will take a little
longer for airport operators to spend
tight budgets on runway maintenance.
However, as runway friction is safety
critical and legally mandated, any airport
looking to grow must have a plan.
“We have invested in lower cost alternatives
to some of our existing components, to help
with reduced budgets, while also bringing
key departments in-house, such as control
systems where we have developed our own
system from the ground up, which can be
easily adapted to customer configurations
and languages,” Woods points out.
At ASI, Robinson expects more work at
Brussels, Gatwick and Sydney airports,
as well as in Iceland and markets like
Australia – which is expected to continue
to develop and invest in its airports.
“In the UK and Europe, we work closely
with Allied Infrastructure, which has
proved to be a very effective contractor
over many years and has completed
many Rhinophalt projects on our behalf.
It is already reporting strong interest
in asphalt preservation for 2021,”
Robinson adds.

JACOBS | SUPPLIERS

Enabling data-led decisions on
airfield investment
US-based company Jacobs – which seeks to provide ‘critical solutions for a more connected,
sustainable world’ – has introduced a proprietary cloud-based platform that is designed to
enable airport operators make the most of their airfield assets
Pavy is a cloud-based platform that was
launched late last year following a trial
period with a number of airports around
the world. A customisable platform that
has been developed to ‘put the airport
in control’, enabling strategic, data-led
decisions about airfield investment, it is,
says Jacobs, expected to ‘reinvent the way
airports manage airfield pavements’.

A screenshot of some of the key features
offered by Jacobs’ Pavy system

Pavy enables airports to use their own data
to determine the business cases for financial
spend. By showing where investment will
be needed over five-year periods, it offers
a ‘strategic decision enabler by connecting
engineering and finance teams to help

PRECISION RUNWAY RUBBER
REMOVAL SYSTEMS

 www.jettingsystems.co.uk
 +44 (0) 1725 514 873
 osprey@jettingsystems.co.uk
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Airfield asset management
is a recurring issue in the
aviation industry
Donald Morrison
Jacobs

balance costs, risk and performance’, Jacobs says.
The Pavy concept dates back to a time when London Heathrow
Airport asked Jacobs to create a solution to manage its 4 million
square metres of airfield pavement. Jacobs people & places
solutions senior vice president Europe and digital strategies
Donald Morrison recalls: “We work every day to tackle our clients’
toughest challenges, and airfield asset management is a recurring
issue in the aviation industry; even more so now, as operators
look for more agile ways to manage their operations effectively in
response to Covid-19.
“With Pavy, our new cloud-based platform, airports around
the globe can better plan pavement investments and prioritise
critical interventions.”
Heathrow Airport senior engineer Louise Batts informs: “The
Pavy solution developed by Jacobs was born from the asset
management principles conceived by Heathrow Airport Limited.
“Jacobs has embraced these principles to create a clear visual
platform, utilising some of the functionality from Heathrow’s
Decision Support Tool and making it applicable to all airports,
whatever their size.
“Pavy, along with Jacobs’ consultation support, aims to provide
optimised CapEx [capital expenditure] spend profiles, client
decision support and contribute in future airfield pavement
planning. Immediate feedback and basic scenario forecasting,
combined with visual plans, gives Pavy an opportunity to change
the field of airfield pavement asset management.”
Data-driven
Gary Fitch, Jacobs’ senior associate director, asset management
advisory, tells Airside that Pavy takes a single set of pavement
condition index (PCI) data used to describe the current condition
of an airfield, and projects individual values for each section of the
airfield forward using deterioration rates until a pavement section
falls below an intervention threshold.
At that point a CapEx intervention is triggered and a cost of repair
calculated. All sections triggering an intervention over a five-year
period are presented on an interactive dashboard.
The dashboard provides a map of the airfield with sections
colour-coded according to the year for which an intervention is
triggered; a five-year CapEx cost summary chart for each segment
20
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of the airfield (runway, taxiway, stands and so on); a pavement
performance chart showing the change in PCI values for each
segment over the five-year period; and a summary table showing
the cost and year of each section that triggers an intervention.
Pavy can try out alternative investment scenarios by altering
deterioration rates and intervention thresholds. Pavy also allows
users to defer treatments by delaying the intervention year and
automatically re-works the dashboard to reflect a user’s manual
overrides.
Users can test alternative treatment strategies by assessing the
impact of alternative treatments on the five-year CapEx cost and
the resultant pavement performance achieved. Finally, Pavy’s
export function provides reports and graphical outputs to support
communications between the engineering and the finance teams.
Specific input data includes: PCI values for each section, the area
of each section, the section reference and section material. Input
parameters (variables) include deterioration rates, intervention
thresholds and unit rates for treatments.
All input parameters are variables and can be set by the user.
Default values will be provided by Jacobs based on its experience
with airports in the UK, says Fitch. Other manual overrides include
the option to change treatments and defer intervention years.
Data collected is stored in the Pavy cloud-based system, and used
by the model under licence to an individual user. The data in Pavy
is contained within a single user’s environment; it is not shared
with (and cannot be accessed by) other users.
Heathrow collaboration
Jacobs began working with Heathrow in 2016. That co-operation
led to the development of an Excel-based Decision Support Tool
(DST), which is still in use today, Fitch informs. Jacobs invested in
and developed Pavy unilaterally, taking the principles behind the
DST to develop its own new online, cloud-based product.
As of now, Heathrow is continuing to use the DST to maintain the
integrity of its historic data. Pavy is a new product and Jacobs is
now looking for its first Pavy client.
According to Fitch, Pavy is applicable to any airport with a paved
runway, whatever its size. “Jacobs is a global company and is
targeting all regions in which we operate,” he declares.
Of course, the market remains tough, with airports having cut
back on their investment in such a difficult time for the aviation
industry. Says Fitch: “We very much appreciate the need for
airports to minimise investment or put investment on hold.
“Pavy helps to inform all investment decisions by enabling the user
to see high-level outcomes, in terms of pavement performance,
for those investment decisions. Each airport operator will have
their own plans for starting investment given their own set of
circumstances. We hope Pavy will help to inform airport operators
of their investment decisions, in terms of airfield performance.”

PEGASUS | INTERVIEW

Pegasus reacts to the Covid-19 threat
Turkish low-cost carrier Pegasus Airlines has taken steps to mitigate the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic and boost customer confidence in flying. Murat Demirbilek, vice president of ground
operations, explains all...
It has been an incredibly hard time
for both airlines and handlers (as
well as self-handlers such as Pegasus
is to some extent). What percentage
of your normal operational intensity
are you currently working at, in
terms of flight numbers?
In 2020, we were able to operate more
than 50% of our flights as compared
to the previous year. Pegasus Airlines
has played a global role in both building
trust and supporting the aviation sector
during this period, working alongside
such international bodies as the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA) to lobby for harmonised
Covid-19 international regulations
and standards, and Pegasus has also
signed the COVID-19 Aviation Health
Safety Protocol published jointly by the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) and the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC).
We have also worked together with our
national authorities such as the health
and transport ministries in Turkey, and
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation.
Can you summarise the key
measures that Pegasus Airlines
has introduced into its general
operations in its attempts to combat
the pandemic and keep ground staff,
crews and passengers healthy and
safe?
Looking at the overall picture in Turkey
first, Turkish citizens and certain other
residents, including all our Pegasus
Airlines employees, must have an HES
code to be allowed to travel on domestic
flights in Turkey. [The Hayat Eve Sığar –
Life at Home – also known as HES, code
is not mandatory for foreign citizens.]
We have been working hard to prevent
the spread of Covid-19. The HES code

application is a new requirement that
has been developed as part of the new
measures from the Turkish Ministry of
Health so that our guests can fly safely
within Turkey and to ensure that travel
is managed during circumstances of
increased risk. These guests cannot
book tickets or check in online or at
the airport without an HES code, and
therefore cannot travel domestically
without it.
In terms of Pegasus’s operations and
at airports, all guests are required to
wear masks at an airport and inside an
aircraft cabin. Everyone passing through
the first and second security gates has
their temperature taken, and anyone
with a high temperature is not allowed
to board their flight. There is also a lot of
importance given to ensuring everyone
at airports pay attention to social
distancing in queues and waiting areas, as
well as to complying with all the relevant
guidance issued by the airport.
As a ground handling operation, a
summary of our key Covid-19 measures
and precautions is as follows:

1) We have enhanced our DCS
[departure control system] in order
to minimise contact with physical
documents such as boarding cards and
baggage tags, so that our guests now
primarily check in online and we send
boarding cards and baggage tags to
mobile phones via messages.
2) Boarding is also carried out in
accordance with social distancing
procedures. We now perform zoned
boarding according to passenger seat
numbers. By dividing the cabin seating
into four, we now announce and
proceed with the boarding of guests
first for rows 1-6, then 25-40, then 7-16,
and finally 17-24.
3) We ensure that passengers are
placed as far from each other as
possible, according to the load factor
of the aircraft, during the pre-flight seat
assignment process.
4) From June, when we restarted flights,
we didn’t permit cabin baggage on
board except for one small item such
as a handbag or laptop bag, and our
Spring 2021 | airsideint.com
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guests were able to check their cabin
baggage in free of charge. Since January
2021, in parallel with the changes in the
regulations, we have updated our policy
such that each of our guests is now
permitted to take one piece of cabin
baggage on board.
5) We have reduced passenger buses’
permitted capacities by half in order to
adhere to social distancing procedures
for open parking position boarding. We
have also added announcements on
our buses to urge adherence to social
distancing guidance on board.
6) All our staff wear visors at check-in
desks and, to facilitate social distancing,
our employees [at the desks] and guests
are separated by a plexi-glass panel. All
our self-check-in kiosks also have plexiglass panels dividing them.
7) We have also improved hygiene for
the safety of our guests as we now
frequently disinfect the touch screens
of the self-check-in Express Baggage
kiosks in the terminal, and we have
placed sanitising stations next to each
of these kiosks. Our guests can travel
without coming into contact with
anybody by undertaking all check-in
procedures at our new-generation
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kiosks. They can tag their bags and leave
their bags at the bag drops.
8) We have provided all personnel with
personal protective equipment (PPE),
such as masks and visors, and we have
ensured that they are changed at least
every four hours, taking into account
the conditions of use.
9) We have also reconfigured the
offices and spaces that our employees
use according to social distancing
rules, and placed sanitising stations in
these areas. Plus, we have implemented
a regular disinfection programme for
office spaces.
10) In addition to the regulation that
is in place requiring that aircraft are
disinfected at least once every 24
hours, Pegasus ensures that every
aircraft that has sufficient time on the
ground is also disinfected.
10) Finally, in order to clearly
communicate our requirements for
the disinfection of our aircraft, we also
created a video with the support of our
hygiene manager for a clear explanation
of the mandatory disinfection process,
which we have shared with all stations
where we operate.
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Have you or your ground services
providers introduced a specialised
disinfection programme in relation
to GSE?
For GSE vehicles and equipment, we
have worked in co-ordination with our
occupational health and safety team
to create a matrix for the systematic
disinfection times of vehicles and
equipment. We have also created a
dedicated cleaning and disinfection
team to manage the disinfection process
of aircraft, vehicles and equipment on
the apron and ensure that they are
disinfected at scheduled intervals.
Do your staff or your ground
handlers use PPE when working on
Pegasus aircraft turnarounds?
Yes, as noted above, we have provided
our staff with comprehensive protection
measures and PPE. We provide our
teams with masks, disinfecting wipes
with 80% alcohol content for their own
personal use, protective goggles and
disposable overalls.
In addition, we have set up a test centre
at our home airport [Sabiha Gökçen]
solely for our own personnel. We
conduct routine tests and work tirelessly
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We are working hard to ensure that
procedures are the same at all our
airports where the infrastructure permits.
Pegasus Airlines now has a growing
network of 111 destinations, made up of
35 in Turkey and 76 other international
destinations in 42 countries across
Europe, Russia and the Caucasus, the
Middle East, North Africa and Asia.
Have these various measures
proved successful in protecting
your employees and any other
individuals that might otherwise
have been affected?
Murat Demirbilek, vice president of
ground operations for Pegasus Airlines

to keep our personnel safe and healthy.
Have these changes been made
at other stations in your network
besides Sabiha Gökçen?

These measures have had a very positive
impact on both our employees and our
guests. It has been very important in
gaining trust.
Have the changes represented a
significant financial cost to your
business? Have they affected
productivity, in terms of meaning

greater staff or equipment
downtime or longer turnaround
times, for example?
Vestergaard has continued to support
its customers
duringhave
the downturn
Of course,
these measures
a cost
attached to them. However, the cost
of our aircraft not flying is far greater.
Furthermore, rather than cost, our main
priority is to ensure that we provide our
guests and employees with a healthy and
safe travel environment.

Do you have plans, and perhaps a
possible schedule, on when and how
Pegasus will be able to remove these
precautionary measures?
The decisions made by national and
international authorities are crucial in
this regard. We continue our operations
in line with the relevant rules and
regulations. When positive developments
begin to occur and we can be sure that
both our guests and employees are safe,
we will then begin to re-evaluate the
issue of measures.
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New Mallaghan de-icer goes into
operation in the US
Late last year, Worldwide Flight Services (WFS) began deploying the TA8200 de-icer produced
by Northern Ireland-based GSE supplier Mallaghan at Newark Liberty International Airport in a
first for both WFS and the US market

Globally active handler WFS is to employ
two of the new TA8200 aircraft de-icers
at the New York gateway.
Mallaghan has sold some 250 TA8200s
over the years, the company confirms.
The unit has proven its worth
innumerable times on other continents
– it has been deployed at European and
Asian stations since 2010 – but it is a new
feature in the US market.
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Joe Griffith, Mallaghan’s commercial
manager, comments: “We are thrilled to
launch our aircraft de-icer in the North
American market in partnership with
WFS. We are very happy WFS has chosen
to partner with us to support their
aircraft de-icing operations in Newark as
we approach the cold winter months.”
The TA8200 incorporates an enclosed
operator’s basket, single-operator drive
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system, what Mallaghan describes as an
‘innovative and robust’ nozzle design,
a forced air system to help reduce
glycol usage and environmental impact,
and open protocol for easy telemetry
system integration.
Griffith says that the system offers
significant benefits to its users. “The
TA8200 is a premium mid-market de-icer
that delivers the quality and advanced
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technology of a high-end de-icer but at a
mid-market price point,” he says.

safe and enjoyable journey for their clients’
passengers and operations”.

“Excellent visibility with proportional
control of boom and basket ensures safe
working conditions, and the four-stage,
stainless steel burner guarantees quick
and efficient usage.

He adds: “Innovation is at the heart of
everything we do at Mallaghan, and this
product is of premium quality and is a
superb addition to our existing portfolio
in North America.”

“Reliability, safety and high drive stability
were central to the development of
the TA8200, as well as ease of use and
excellent accessibility to all components.

Terrance Trainor, senior vice president –
ground handling for WFS, notes: “As part of
our commitment to the highest standards
of safety and security, this equipment will
enable WFS to provide superior de-icing
services for our airline customers at Newark
Liberty International Airport.

“The high quality of this unit at a mid-market
price is really what sets the TA8200 apart
from other products on the market.”
Moreover, he adds: “We have dedicated
US-based technical support teams and most
spare parts are shipped the very next day, so
our customers can enjoy peace of mind.”

“We look forward to realising the value
these machines will bring to WFS and
our clients as we recover from the
pandemic and grow our business in new
and exciting directions.”

Griffith admits that 2020 was a difficult
year for the aviation industry, but observes
that it was “great to see organisations such
as WFS continuing to invest to ensure a

WFS provides ground and cargo handling
services at 175 airports in more than 22
countries on five continents. It serves some
270 airlines around the world.

Moving off the stand
The innovation of which Griffith speaks
is not a new concept for the company.
For example, “Last year, Mallaghan
launched its first ever airport bus – the
Árbus,” he points out.
“The Árbus has taken our offering
to a completely different area of
the airport, rather than simply on
the ground at the plane, and it is
one of the highest capacity airport
buses in the world.
“This was a very significant
milestone for the company,
and we are now working on the
electrification of our GSE portfolio
and further development of
autonomous equipment,” Griffith
informs.
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An airside electric vehicle option
Over recent months, JLC Group has offered several products and solutions to a wide range of
existing and new customers, in order to support them throughout the ongoing pandemic – and
it continues to develop its Saturn electric vehicle offerings
Based in Britain, JLC describes itself as
a multi-disciplined engineering firm that
designs, installs and maintains specialist
systems for varied markets. It offers a
range of personal protection screens,
an occupancy control system, body
temperature monitoring equipment, touchfree switches and hand sanitisers, and as
such has been able to help organisations,
their staff, customers and visitors protect
themselves from Covid-19.
JLC not only supplies this range of
services and products, it also offers
reliable, affordable, fully electric vehicles
to support commercial – including onairport – operations. The company acts
as the exclusive distributor of the Saturn
ECO vehicles, Saturn EV Ltd having been
established by JLC managing director Tony
Hayes.
The range of Saturn electric vehicles (EVs)
take in both lithium-powered cars and two
types of van – a box van and a flatbed vehicle.
The fully electric ECO vans are highly
practical and affordable (with running
costs of less than 2.5 pence per mile), as
well as being environmentally friendly.
The City Van in particular is – says JLC’s
operations director, Nathalie Hayes –
ideal for commercial environments such
as airports: in fact, it is perfect for any
applications where short journeys are
made or goods transported.
The ECO cars have a compact design,
allowing them to navigate in and around
confined areas. “They’re small, stylish
and affordable,” says Nathalie Hayes,
“and can be used in various commercial
environments; much like the vans, they can
be used for city living or business use.”
JLC’s ECO cars and vans can be fitted
with GPS tracking that includes real-time
monitoring, allowing operators to track and
oversee vehicles either through an app or
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gateways, particularly at London Gatwick.
While the pandemic has undoubtedly hit
potential spend on new vehicles on the part
of airport authorities – talks with Gatwick
about acquiring ECO vehicles have been
put on hold for the moment as a result, for
example – Nathalie Hayes is confident that
when the aviation industry does recover, the
benefits of the vehicles will make them an
attractive option for airside operators.
The worldwide move towards more
environmentally friendly transport will be
a critical driver of this, she believes, as will
the intrinsic benefits of the vehicle such as
their affordability and flexibility.
a web browser. If data is to be reviewed,
users can play back all activity. The system
also offers alerts if the vehicle exceeds a
set speed limit.

The vehicles are imported from China and,
Nathalie Hayes confirms, production could
quickly be ramped up to a few hundred a
week if the demand is there.

The tracking system is already installed
on – and in use with – JLC’s own fleet of
engineering vehicles.

Ongoing improvements
JLC-branded Saturn EVs used by JLC
engineers can already be seen at UK

And, despite the industry slowdown,
development of the ECO vehicles continues.
Small changes are constantly being made
– for example, a towbar has been added to
the van. Other options are also in the offing,
with JLC currently looking at introducing a
larger 1-tonne payload van to the portfolio
(currently, both the box van and the flatbed
have a capacity of half a tonne).
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Handling across the US
Alliance Ground International
(AGI) provides ramp and
cargo handling services to
a large number of airline
customers at airports right
across the US. It has more
than 30 years of experience
of providing ramp handling
services for freighter aircraft.
Chief operating officer Jared
Azcuy explains how the
company has weathered the
Covid-19 storm
Can you tell us a little bit about AGI,
its background and – in particular
– its current ramp handling
responsibilities?
Alliance Ground International is one of
the largest ground handling companies
(GHAs) in North America, with a
specific focus on the US. AGI, was
founded in 1987, while sister companies
Cargo Force, Inc and TCSC complete
the ground handling group; they
specialise in priority mail and airport
security services, respectively. The
group of companies is interchangeably
referred as AGI.
AGI handles some 15,000 widebody
freighter aircraft turnarounds each year,
some 1.5 million tonnes of cargo and
300,000 tonnes of domestic mail.
At how many stations are you
currently ground handling?
AGI has 21 locations in the US, including
Puerto Rico. Our largest operation is in
Chicago O’Hare. AGI is currently working
with 51 airlines with regular scheduled
services and numerous charter
operations throughout our network. AGI
works with all the premier passenger and
all-cargo airlines in the world.
28

Jared Azcuy is the chief operating officer
of Alliance Ground International

What types of GSE do you operate,
and in what sorts of numbers?

all our GSE equipment based upon the
manufacturers’ guidelines.

AGI has an expansive wholly-owned GSE
inventory valued at over US$60 million,
including 100 maindeck loaders and over
500 forklifts throughout its network,
giving it the ability to handle all types of
ramp and warehouse operations.

AGI has workshops at all its major
locations with the ability to do all types
of maintenance, repair and full overhaul
on its equipment. By having this great
team, AGI can optimise reliability and
have a competitive advantage to achieve
100% on-time performance.

Its GSE fleet includes JBT Commander
60 loaders, JBT Commander 30 loaders,
JBT Commander 15 loaders, JBT B1200
pushbacks, TLD TF-7-GR transporters,
TLD 4120 T cup ground power units and
TLD ASU-600-270 air start units.
AGI has a team of roughly 100
technicians who are 100% dedicated to
the upkeep of its GSE equipment. AGI
has a strict policy of maintenance of
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What would you say is AGI’s ‘USP’ in
terms of handling, especially ramp
handling? How do you stand out
from your competition?
We have the ability to respond
quickly to our customer needs and
challenges that they may face. Our
customers operate in a very fast-paced
environment that requires constant
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communication and the ability to adapt
to change.
AGI is there to support its airline
partners as they are there to support
their customers. When our partner
airlines succeed, AGI succeeds.
AGI has invested heavily in next-level
technology allowing us to provide bestin-class service levels for our airline
partners.
Has your business model and scope
of operations had to evolve this
year in the face of the Covid-19
impact? What steps have you taken
to mitigate its effects and keep the
business running?
In many ways the pandemic has
transformed our service delivery. AGI
has had to take numerous steps and
precautions to protect the wellbeing of
team members. Firstly, we acted early on
in deploying a robust Covid-19 mitigation

campaign internally – one which
exceeded CDC [Centers for Disease
Control] guidelines. Our proactive
steps have resulted in zero operational
disruptions at any of our facilities.
Are you continuing to invest in new
GSE and/or open new stations,
despite the pandemic?
AGI has newer fleets than its peers,
and is constantly investing in new GSE
equipment as its airline partners grow
in number and place greater demand on
ramp operations.
In designing each location’s fleet, AGI
invests in contingency GSE to optimise
reliability. Our goal is to maximise our
GSE equipment usage at all our locations,
alongside having the flexibility that allows
us to serve charter operations.
If we do see an opportunity to grow
our ramp operations and/or if a partner

Phone:
+44 (0)1252 372 555

airline has approached us for an increase
in ramp operations, we will evaluate the
ramp equipment needs and, if necessary,
purchase additional assets to provide the
required service level.
This is how AGI stands out – with fast
decision-making processes that can help
our airline partners grow.
Do you envisage a return to normal
operations in the fairly near future?
What is AGI’s longer term strategy
for growth?
Our challenges today are keeping our
employees safe and providing the best
ramp and warehouse services we can to
our partner carriers as they, too, face
these same challenges.
AGI is in a good position as a company, as
while we still plan to open new stations
in 2021, we only plan to open what the
airline industry can support.

Email:
sales.airside@gmail.com
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INTERVIEW | BLISS-FOX BY PANUS GSE

Taking on a fresh challenge
A Fogmaker fire suppression cylinder

David Burgess, previously VP global GSE fleet management at Swissport, has been managing
director of Bliss-Fox by Panus GSE for a few months now. Panus offers a wide range of GSE,
including aircraft tugs, baggage tractors and water and lavatory service vehicles. Based at Panus
Assembly’s facility in Chonburi, Thailand, Burgess has declared his vision for Bliss-Fox to be
recognised by the aviation industry as a global leader in providing tailor-made GSE solutions with
outstanding after-sales support. He tells us more about his new role…
experience and expertise in a consulting
role, but due to the Corona pandemic,
opportunities were limited.
Also, I had been contemplating the merits
of a move into manufacturing for the
previous year or so because – after years
of being a customer and managing large
GSE fleets – I believed that I could bring
a different perspective on GSE product
development and support.
I have a Masters degree in engineering
management that covered lean production
methodologies and quality assurance
in quite some detail, so I knew that was
knowledge that could be well utilised in a
GSE manufacturing environment.

F1-40s ready for delivery

When did you officially take up your
new role, and can you outline the
scope of your position?
I assumed the position as managing
director of Bliss-Fox on 1 October,
following two weeks of mandatory
quarantine, having elected to take a
major change of direction and join a
GSE manufacturer after some 45 years
in fleet management.
Bliss-Fox is a subsidiary business
unit (BU) of Panus Assembly and as
managing director I have full financial
and operational accountability for the
outputs of my BU. The Panus group has
a matrix organisation, so I utilise many
shared services that the other BUs also
use, such as finance and accounting,
purchasing and logistics, QHSE [quality,
health, safety and environment
management] and manufacturing.
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But P&L [profit and loss] planning and
performance, marketing, sales, the
introduction of new products, product
improvement, GSE rental, after-sales
technical support and performance
management sit firmly with my team
and me.
Currently, the manufacturing staff are
a shared service, so whilst I don’t ‘own’
the team I speak to the GSE production
manager and visit the GSE production line
daily. I of course have a vested interest in
what they are manufacturing for me!
What was it that attracted you to this
new position?
Timing played an important part in my
decision to accept the offer, coming at
a time of unprecedented crisis for the
aviation sector. Following my departure
from Swissport, I had intended to use my
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Taking all these factors into consideration,
plus being someone who’s motivated by
a challenge, plus a CEO [of Panus GSE]
that was committed to transformational
change, I decided to accept the offer.
Do you think that your experience at
senior management level of a global
handler like Swissport gives you a
unique insight into what is required of
GSE and of a GSE manufacturer?
I believe that what I will bring to GSE
manufacturing is the ‘voice of the
customer’, something that in my view is
often overlooked by manufacturers.
Selling a product to a customer is just the
start of what should then develop into a
transparent, co-operative, trusting working
relationship – a partnership if you like. I
know first-hand that one of the greatest
frustrations of ground handlers is the
length of time it takes to resolve technical
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and support issues. So, after-sales technical
support has naturally become a huge focus
for my team going forward.

An F1-150 with modified tow
hitch ready to be shipped

I don’t for one minute underestimate the
challenge of providing outstanding aftersales support and I don’t have a magic
wand, but systematically we are addressing
identified shortfalls in this important area
to deliver a standard of service that our
customers quite rightly expect.
Do you think that your contacts made
over many years in the handling
business will also be important for you
in your new role?
Yes, very much so! Those who know me
will know very well that I set very high
expectations for both myself and my team.
So, when I say that we will focus on the
customer, that’s precisely what we shall do.
I want to build trust with my wide network
of contacts; not just with me, but also with
my team and our products.
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I want to develop a high degree of
confidence that we will deliver on our
promises so that potential new customers
will discuss their GSE requirements with
Bliss-Fox.
Additionally, I aim to maintain the strong
relationships that I developed with my
contacts whom I worked with at the
former International Air Transport
Association (IATA) GSEE [Ground
Support Equipment and Environment]
technical group to further influence the
development of GSE standards.
What other skills and experience
do you feel you particularly bring to
Bliss-Fox as a result of your years at
Swissport, Qatar Aviation Services
and long career in the British Army?
I’m confident that my 45 years of
experience will bring strong leadership,
unity of purpose, teamwork, effective
communication and a deep desire for my
team to succeed. On a more personal
level, I will bring high energy and visible
professionalism that I hope my team will
imitate as we embark on a journey of
continuous improvement (CI) and growth.
I know from past experience that an aligned
approach will bring the unity of purpose
that I mentioned and this will help achieve
my declared vision for Bliss-Fox.
Finally, I’m conscious that the CI strategies
and plans that I develop need to be
pragmatic and achievable taking into
account cultural and embedded mindset
challenges – something that I’ve learned
over many years working in multinational
and multicultural environments worldwide.
How will you achieve your goal of
getting Bliss-Fox recognised by the
aviation industry as a global leader in
its field?
Quite simply, this means putting the
customer first and delivering against
their expectations. Easy to say I know, but
as a former customer I know just how
important this is.
I want my management team in particular
to put themselves in the shoes of the
customer and to think how they would
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feel in various scenarios where their
requirements were not met.

David Burgess, managing director
of Bliss-Fox by Panus GSE

I want them to understand value from the
customer’s perspective. I’ve communicated
five guiding principles that I want my
management team to think about in their
daily dealings with customers. Of course
we need to build well-designed, robust
GSE that is safe, cost effective and fit for
purpose in all respects, but we then need
to provide highly effective long-term aftersales technical support.
GSE will always have technical issues – it’s
how they’re resolved that’s important,
and that’s what I’ve directed my team to
focus on. It follows that if we’re able to
consistently meet customer requirements
for products, price and effective after-sales
support then our brand reputation will
grow, and sales growth will follow that.
This is an incredibly difficult time for
the aviation industry, and for GSE
manufacturers; is that fact affecting
your plans and strategies for the nearterm, if not the long-term?
It is indeed an incredibly difficult time for
aviation and this has been factored into my
five-year development plan.
For example, sales in 2021 will be extremely
challenging, but out of adversity comes
opportunity. Thus, I’ve set an agenda for
this year that is focused on organisational
structures, customer engagement (current
and potential customers) and production
quality improvement.
Thankfully, we have continued to receive
orders from current and new customers,
though – quite understandably – in lower
volumes than we had planned for. However,
this has given us some capacity to look at
each stage of the production process and
make improvements.
We have also initiated a customer
survey so that we may consider
feedback for implementation when the
sector starts to recover later this year.
I’ve mentioned only a couple of things
that we shall focus on in 2021, but in
essence it’s about setting the conditions
for product development and growth
from 2022 onwards.
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Timing played an
important part
in my decision to
accept the offer,
coming at a time
of unprecedented
crisis for the
aviation sector
David Burgess
Bliss-Fox
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AeroGround Berlin begins work
at new BER airport
When the Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER) opened its doors to commercial operations on
31 October last year, AeroGround Berlin – a subsidiary of Munich-based AeroGround Flughafen
München – began its ground handling at the all-new gateway
In fact, with a wide range of carrier
customers flying through BER,
AeroGround Berlin took up position
as the largest ground handler at the
gateway (the other two handlers at BER
are WISAG and Swissport). Primary
among its customers on that go-live
day were German flag-carrier Lufthansa,
together with various other airlines
that form part of the wider Lufthansa
Group: Swiss, Austrian Airlines, Brussels
Airlines and Eurowings.
Other carriers for which AeroGround
Berlin started operations at BER included
Anglo-Spanish carrier group IAG’s British
Airways, Aer Lingus, Iberia and Vueling,
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as well as United of the US, Norwegian
of Norway, Finnair of Finland, Pegasus of
Turkey and Aeroflot of Russia.
The range of services provided by
AeroGround Berlin take in aircraft and
baggage handling on the apron, fresh
water and toilet service provision, bus
transport on the apron for passengers
and crews, and baggage tracing.
Moreover, for Eurowings, it also handles
a five-times-a-week, round-trip, overnight
mail connection between Berlin and
Stuttgart, which requires the rapid
loading and unloading of post weighing
some eight to nine tonnes on and off a
converted Eurowings aircraft.
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Smooth transition
Handling in Berlin is by no means a new
concept for AeroGround. It used to
operate at both Berlin’s Tegel Airport (now
closed) and Berlin’s Schönefeld Airport
(which, for the moment, continues its
existence as Terminal 5 of BER).
Nevertheless, the move to the new
gateway was still a big one, and took
approximately two years to prepare,
says Simon Batt-Nauerz, AeroGround
Berlin’s managing director. That period of
preparation involved collaboration with
the airport authority, carrier partners
and other stakeholders with which
AeroGround would be working at BER. It
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would see AeroGround handle around
20,000 to 30,000 aircraft movements in
a typical non-Covid year. Taking its other
carrier customers into account as well,
AeroGround is responsible for handling
more than half of all flights through the
gateway, Batt-Nauerz says.
From being one of the smaller handlers at
Tegel (where there were previously two)
and at Schönefeld (where there were
previously three), it is now acting as the
major handler at BER.

also included intensive training of staff as
well as the actual move of both staff and
equipment to the new gateway that was
completed at the end of October.
Training began in about January and
involved a good deal of online, virtual
sessions because of the strictures
imposed in response to the Covid-19
pandemic. About 3,000 man-days of
training took place prior to the transition
to BER, says Batt-Nauerz, but he suggests
that in some ways the pandemic actually
made the move somewhat easier
because operational intensity at Tegel
and Schönefeld was so much lighter than
would otherwise have been the case.
That freed up resources, of both staff (for

training) and handling equipment, which
could then be physically moved in an
incremental process across to BER from
the two still-operational Berlin airports.
In fact, about 70% of the total quantity
of GSE that had to be moved was indeed
transported to BER before 31 October –
GSE including dollies, passenger stairs,
high loaders and pushback tugs.

The move to BER from the two older
airports was a necessary one for the Berlin
aviation industry, he believes. There were
inefficiencies in operating Tegel, a busy
and congested old gateway, alongside
Schönefeld, and Batt-Nauerz says he is
“happy to have everyone [at AeroGround
Berlin] in this new spot”.

Still, around 600 pieces of GSE had to be
relocated in the lead-up to 31 October –
totaling some 800 tonnes in weight – so it
was a considerable task nonetheless.

Of course, flight operations will only ramp
up as the industry – hopefully – moves
toward a post-pandemic world. From a staff
of 600 on-site today, Batt-Nauerz expects
AeroGround to be deploying somewhere in
the region of 1,000 handlers at BER when
the industry returns to normality.

Expansion
The scope of AeroGround’s work at
BER is big. The long-term handling
agreement with the Lufthansa Group

Moreover, while AeroGround occupies a
strong position in the market right now, it is
always looking to achieve “healthy growth”
as it moves forward, says Batt-Nauerz.
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Havas
tackles the
pandemic
with new
procedures
Havas Ground Handling delivers – together with
its subsidiaries – a wide range of ground handling
services, including ramp, passenger and cargo
handling, at 29 airports across Turkey, as well as at Riga
Airport in Latvia and Medinah Airport in Saudi Arabia.
General manager Mete Erna explains how the TAV
Airports subsidiary has made significant changes to the
way it operates in response to the Covid-19 crisis
36
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How has Havas Ground Handling adapted its operations
to meet the danger from Covid-19, whether in Turkey or
at other stations?
Our priority has always been the health and safety of our
employees, passengers and operations. Hence, we have rapidly
adapted to newly required standards in the provision of service
and maximised safety measures in conformity with all Covid-19
rules specified by international and local authorities where we
operate.
From the first days of the pandemic, we immediately provided
protective equipment (PPE) to our employees in line with their
fields of operation. Furthermore, we have invested in new
practices to increase mobility in our operations and facilitated
contact-free procedures. Safety measures have included
various practices such as social distancing; regular disinfection
procedures in the offices, stations and warehouse facilities;
equipment disinfection; and adjustments to ventilation systems.
Our ground handling support equipment (GSE) is disinfected
after each operation. We undertake handling operations [only]
once all our equipment fleet – including passenger ramps,
luggage tractors, pushback vehicles and passenger busses – has
been disinfected for every single flight.
We raised awareness in terms of the personal measures that
need to be taken by our teams. All our personnel in charge
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of GSE act responsibly and disinfect
all devices they use during operations,
including headsets, tablets, radios, etc.
We continue to update our employees
about new information and required
practices through all available means of
communication, including the mobile
phone applications we developed for
internal use.
Moreover, we closely follow all
developments related to Covid-19 and
make sure we implement measures
in line with the latest requirements in
Turkey, Latvia and Saudi Arabia [where we
operate]. We are also closely following
and adopting new guidelines laid out by
international aviation industry bodies.
In our home market, Havas quickly
adapted to decisions taken at national
level, such as the availability of the
contact tracing application introduced by
the Ministry of Health in Turkey.
Plus, as a subsidiary of TAV Airports, a
member of Groupe ADP, we have had
the opportunity to carry out all-purpose
assessments in terms of adaptation to
new systems. We work with TAV to adopt
the new approaches it has implemented
in order to offer uninterrupted travel
experiences wherever possible.
Have handling processes besides
physical turnarounds on the apron
also changed as a result of Covid-19?
The pandemic has increased the pace of
digitalisation at airport operations and
I believe that this trend will continue
to develop. Digitalisation of handling
processes minimises human contact
and therefore increase the safety of our
operations. At Havas, we had already
initiated a digitalisation roadmap before
the pandemic and during the subsequent
period we stepped up our efforts,
together with our stakeholders.
Moreover, solutions developed by TAV
Technologies, another subsidiary of the
group to which we are affiliated, have also
enabled us to adopt new technologies
relevant to handling processes. Thus, for
example, we recently began digitalising all

airside operations. Our operation officers
can now manage operational processes
remotely and swiftly via their tablets.
These measures increase our operational
efficiency while protecting our employees
and passengers.
To what extent have the various
changes you have made been
effective in minimising the danger
posed by Covid-19?
The measures we have taken at our
workplaces and the reorganisation of
our operational procedures have proved
to be very effective in protecting our
employees and stakeholders.

To date, we have not identified any
case of Covid-19 transmission in our
workplaces. Nine percent of our staff
have been infected with the virus but
all these cases were traced back to
contacts outside the workplace. In such
cases, we closely follow up their isolation
and treatment processes through our
healthcare personnel.
To what extent have the changes
introduced by Havas impacted on
other aspects of your business? How
long are you expecting the downsides
of the pandemic to last?
Due to social distancing and the varying
rules of different countries, our staff
Spring 2021 | airsideint.com
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have to take extra time and pay more
attention during each and every check-in
process. Our operational productivity has
decreased, as the process gets more and
more complicated with the varying travel
requirements of different countries, as
well as frequently changing restrictions.
Of course, there has been a significant
increase in the use of PPE and cleaning
materials. In Turkey and Saudi Arabia, the
government began providing financial
support to mitigate the financial and
commercial impact of the pandemic on
employers. In particular, the ‘Short Time
Work’ practice in Turkey and the SANED
[unemployment insurance] scheme in
Saudi Arabia have been supportive for
us in terms of balancing the increasing
financial burden of the pandemic.
We have managed to maintain our
income and costs balance thanks to the
optimisation of equipment/employee
resources, as well as these financial
support programmes. Plus, the pandemic
has encouraged us to offer new
products. We have been providing cabin
disinfection services and cargo handling
services for those flights with cargo
carried in passenger cabins.

During these critical times, we
have closely monitored the recent
developments and immediately taken
necessary operational measures in order
to be able to support the industry. Since
the first wave of the pandemic, we have
not suspended our operations at any of

We hope the risk assessments of the
competent organisations will allow us to
ease our precautionary procedures following
the implementation of mass vaccination
programmes in various countries.
Easing the procedures and quarantine
requirements will encourage more people
to travel. We believe the uncertainty and
the risk of being quarantined are the
greatest barriers for travellers.
Do you feel that Havas has played its
part in keeping the global aviation
industry functioning, and allowing it
to do so as safely as possible?
During the first wave of the pandemic,
the majority of countries closed their
borders; this action led to a dramatic
drop in passenger traffic figures
worldwide. Due to these unprecedented
circumstances, airlines had to ground
their fleets and took significant costcutting measures.
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our stations and we have served many
repatriation and medical flights. Beside
this, we have also maintained our cargo
and warehouse activities, handled a
tremendous volume of export traffic
and supported the delivery of critically
important medical supplies.

Our priority has
always been the
health and safety
of our employees,
passengers and
operations
Mete Erna
Havas Ground Handling
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compared to diesel-powered vehicles can
be as high as 80%, the company believes,
while the tug is also extremely quiet.
The lithium technology also offers over
30% higher performance than lead-acid
batteries, Goldhofer asserts.
The Sherpa E, which can be individually
configured to customer requirements,
can be charged using almost any standard
charging infrastructure, including both AC
and DC fast charging stations. It takes just
35 minutes, for example, to charge a 70 kWh
battery from 20% to 80% in the case of
opportunity charging at a fast DC charging
station with a charging capacity of 70kW.

Goldhofer e-tractor offers
greener option with
upgraded Sherpa E
Germany-based GSE supplier Goldhofer has launched an improved
version of its electric cargo tractor, the Sherpa E. It comes
equipped with a direct drive motor with a maximum torque of
1,050Nm that gives the new e-tractor a speed of up to 30km/h at
only 3,000rpm, as well as other improvements
While the 400V lithium battery-powered
Sherpa E has “surpassed conventional
diesel tow tractors and [other] e-tractors
with lead-acid batteries in terms of
performance, flexibility, sustainability and
economics” since its introduction, these
latest changes have been made as a result
of “growing demand for emission-free
ground handling”, Goldhofer says.
The upgraded Sherpa E now comes
with two options for battery capacity:
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either 35 or 70kWh – depending on the
version chosen (‘Performance’/’High
Performance’), – for a draw bar pull
between 25 and 45kN.
The Sherpa E is still based on Goldhofer’s
‘IonMaster’ battery technology, which
enables very short charging times and
the option of interim (or opportunity)
charging. IonMaster is a powerful electric
drive based on high-voltage, lithiumion battery technology. Energy savings
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The modular battery system also comes
with what Goldhofer describes as
“intelligent temperature management”.
A cooling compressor and heater ensure
that battery temperature remains within
an optimum range of +15 to +40 degrees.
This system is said to add 25% to the
operating range of the vehicle, while
Goldhofer product manager Rüdiger
Dube notes: “The integrated temperature
management system was developed by
Goldhofer and is a brand new system for
saving battery lifetime. The improved
battery itself has no influence on the
vehicle’s torque behaviour.”
Intelligent temperature management,
Goldhofer says, ensures the Sherpa E’s
efficient operation around the world in
ambient temperature ranges of between
-20°C and +45°C.
These changes to the Sherpa E tug
were made during the second half of
last year, Dube informs. He explains:
“As a technology leader, Goldhofer is
constantly striving to make improvements
in order to keep its products constantly
on the cutting edge of technology. The
experience gained in connection with the
operation of the Sherpa E has contributed
to driving forward the model upgrade.”
Electric in demand
According to the Memmingen-based GSE
manufacturer, today’s new generation of
e-tractors offers not only a wider range
of performance and a longer life cycle in
service, but also faster and more flexible
charging options alongside longer servicing
intervals and lower operating costs.
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Of course, the demand for electric
vehicles has been affected by the Covid-19
pandemic, just as it has for their diesel
GSE counterparts. However, says Dube,
“There is a noticeable trend that, due
to the sustainability issue, e-mobility is
coming to the fore. When it comes to
new acquisitions, vehicles with the latest

technology available on the market are
given top priority.”
Moreover, he adds: “Goldhofer assumes
that the demand for electrically powered
tractors will increase disproportionately
compared to conventional diesel tractors as
soon as the GSE market returns to normal.”

The integrated
temperature
management system
was developed by
Goldhofer and is a
brand new system
for saving battery
lifetime
Rüdiger Dube
Goldhofer
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Mark Finch

Sustainable GSE: real torque isn’t cheap!
Mark Finch is the managing director of EDIwave Ltd, a small consultancy firm focused on helping
aviation service providers and airlines to enhance their customer experience propositions and drive
value through their business operations. He tells Airside about how GSE operators are preparing for
a return to a ‘new normal’ – and how more environmentally friendly, sustainable equipment is likely to
form a key part of the GSE mix in a new high-tech, digitally supported ground handling environment
Tell us a little bit more about yourself,
Mark

How is the aviation business
preparing for the ‘new normal’?

My background covers more than 20
years of operational improvement
experience across low-cost airlines and
ground handling businesses. Having
joined Go Fly Ltd at its inception, and
later easyJet, I have fulfilled various
customer management and operational
and procurement roles.

As the world of aviation begins working
through its GSE fleets and gearing up
for the return of more usual flying
schedules, there are considerations now
being made for a ‘new normal’ ground
handling scenario that perhaps weren’t
given as much priority in the past.

I later joined Menzies Aviation, where
I held several senior roles focused on
ensuring continuous improvement and
operational integrity across the technical
aspects of the business, in particular GSE,
primarily through process development
and digital transformation.
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Attention has turned towards new
procedures and working practices, such as
the re-entry into service of long-term inactive
GSE, operating standards and the process for
rendering GSE ‘inactive’ in the future.
It’s also times like these which prompt
the review of overall GSE operational
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efficiencies, not only with regards to total
cost of maintenance and ownership, but
also in terms of evaluating the impact
of fleet size, utilisation and redundancy
on operational integrity, cost and the
environment.
Understanding GSE performance on
this level is vital, and yields an innovative
approach towards both minimising cost and
reducing (unnecessary) carbon emissions.
Does this represent radical change?
Historically, GSE ‘innovation’ has typically
come by way of changing design and
technical specifications of physical
assets themselves, and not necessarily

Reduced Time and labor for Preventative Maintenance.
All filters and electrical boxes in one location
and are accessible from ground level.
Glass Control Panel, One Button Start,
Self-Diagnostics, Telemetry Ready.
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One Engine•Reduced Fuel Usage•Lower Maintenance Costs•Higher Reliability
While the Ultimate One looks exactly like the Deicers produced by Global for the last 30 years,
the internal design and components are completely new. We’ve integrated new products and technologies
to eliminate the need for an auxiliary engine. This design reduces fuel consumption and reduces
annual maintenance while increasing reliability. The Ultimate One deicer is available with all options
and configurations; AirPlus, Premium Blend, Midas, Single Operator and XR Extra Reach.

+1.913.780.0300
540 E 56 Highway - Olathe, KS 66061
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through optimising the collective use of
performance data per se. The last couple
of decades have seen the introduction
of a number of GSE technological
advancements, such as: hydrostatic drives;
super-capacitator power; and pilotcontrolled, semi-robotic or autonomous
GSE like TLD’s (in association with AI,
Airbus, and Ricardo) TaxiBot pushback
tractor, and the TractEasy baggage tractor.
Lektro released the first electric
towbarless tug in 1967. More recently,
we’ve seen innovations such as the
Mototok remote-controlled electricpowered pushback gaining some traction
with its uptake globally.
Along with these innovations has come
the advent of ‘green GSE’, which of
course isn’t recent, yet it would seem
that the current narrative surrounding
sustainability is.
Conversely, the industry still faces challenges
with implementing ‘green solutions’ with
questions arising such as who pays for the
infrastructure to power the new generation
of electric GSE. Thus, there is little wonder
why it’s taken so long to progress with more
sustainable ground operations.
Could the reasons for this be because
aviation and GSE haven’t kept up with
the likes of the automotive industry
on technological trends and solutions?
Has there not been enough access to
meaningful utilisation data to properly
understand performance efficiencies?
Has there been enough involvement by
decision makers, or appetite from key
stakeholders?
It would seem that perhaps the levels of
understanding and appreciation needed to
get the green agenda firmly over the line
haven’t been forthcoming. It could be argued
that, in the past, the world of GSE has been
considered to be somewhat esoteric, and
perceived as being ‘specialist’ in nature and,
therefore, best left to the experts.
Merely finding someone to look after GSE
in an organisation can result in a function
that isn’t conducive to optimising the
benefits of a more collective, progressive
approach. GSE is technical; however,
it’s also typically the second-highest
44

Many airports are adding to their green
GSE fleets, including airside passenger
buses; credit Stuttgart Airport

expenditure in a ground handling business
and therefore warrants a high level of
engagement from across an organisation.
Leadership also needs to have an
appreciable understanding of, and
involvement in, the development of GSE
asset management strategies that align with
the mandates set out for the sustainable
airport operations of the future.
How do you perceive the ‘green
agenda’ of today?
The global economic recovery is being
widely predicated on a green and
sustainable one. For instance, 25% of the
EU’s Covid-19 recovery package will go
towards green and digital transitions, while
the French and Netherlands governments
bailed out Air France with EUR10 billion
(US$11.7 billion) on condition that it halved
emissions on dometic flights by 2024.
However, not all countries or regions have
been as focused on sustainability with
their bail-out terms, while the question
remains as to how the aviation industry
will actually respond to – and achieve
– the sustainable mandates which have
been set out.
To date, aviation has invested a fair
amount into becoming more sustainable
– sustainable aviation fuels, exploratory
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R&D into electric-powered aircraft, and
of course the aforementioned GSE – but
will this be sufficient in addressing the
immediate need, and is there resilience
built-in the workforce to deliver this
agenda over the next 30 years?
Sustainability within aviation is something
that’s not only being led by governmental
emissions mandates and airport authority
targets, but also arguably by the emerging
green revolution being driven primarily
by the millennial and Z generations, and
their increasingly strong attitude against
industries contributing the most towards
climate change.
This is a trend that the aviation industry
can’t afford to ignore, especially when
the global population’s attitude towards
sustainability is developing at a rate of
knots. We can’t wait for the millennial
generation, who will account for more than
40% of the global economy’s workforce
by 2025, to pick up the slack either. The
incoming generations will need to be
understood, and fostered, by current
leadership as they hand over the baton.
So what needs to change behind the
scenes?
The emergence of the Internet of
Things (IoT) – with a communications
internet, energy internet, and transport
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and logistic internet – enables a single
operating platform connected through
sensors across the entire value chain and
economy that can feed data and connect
appliances and things with humans.
A complete stream of data from every
part of the economy should be available
to, and accessible by, businesses
(network neutrality) to dramatically
increase productivity and reduce
marginal cost.
Achieving such open data sharing
within the current era perhaps sounds
somewhat utopian or theoretical, but in
fact the principles behind this are also
already happening.
Technology also exists within the GSE
arena that is sophisticated enough to
drive optimal efficiencies through the
use of GSE asset data for maintenance,
as well as fleet rationalisation, through
the combined digital connectivity with
telemetry systems.

EBIS (from DatcoMedia, a Tronair Inc,
company) has evolved over the last 20
years as a provider of GSE maintenance
and fleet management systems complete
with (inter alia) predictive maintenance
and streamlined supply chain capabilities
that incorporate integrated telemetry and
spare parts supplier’s systems.
Rick Agnor, director of business
development at DatcoMedia, explains
that feedback from its customers has
significantly contributed towards the
system’s development, particularly with
regards to providing real-time data –
through telemetry and so-called crumbtrail technology – on equipment utilisation
to provide the most efficient maintenance
schedules.
Anticipating future requirements, Agnor
says: “I think that utilisation is going to be
important; people are going to want to
know how their equipment is performing.”
Agnor also explains that the latest

GSE ‘innovation’
has typically
come by way of
changing design
and technical
specifications of
physical assets
themselves, and
not necessarily
through optimising
the collective use
of performance
data per se
Mark Finch
EDIwave
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version of the system, EBIS 5, includes
functionality designed to facilitate
collaboration across global GSE
maintenance operations. “We’ve gone
with our patent pending ‘Tech-Tips’ where
we can collaborate with 3,000 users
across 600 airports, and they can share
ideas on 125,000 assets”.
The beauty of this is that all levels of
an organisation have access to this
information, providing transparency from
the workshop floor to decision-makers, all
involved thereby becoming more engaged,
informed and well versed in the latest
trends and technologies – thus creating
a more inclusive and less disjointed
approach to the GSE asset management
function.
Is progress now rapidly being made?
Despite the growing success of
sophisticated IT solutions like EBIS, there
is still a perception of technology being
slow on the uptake within the world of
GSE asset management.
Chris Notter, host of EVA International
Media’s weekly podcast, highlights
collaboration as being critical in reducing
GSE equipment – and, therefore,
congestion – at airports. On a recurring
podcasts dedicated to Covid-19 last year,
Notter described the amount of GSE
at airports as a “waste”, and pointed
out the benefits for all stakeholders of
using resource management systems to
optimise GSE and workforce resource
application. He said: “I think that if
there’s a little bit of creativity out there,
there doesn’t need to be as much GSE
equipment as there is in the overall game.”
He also observed: “The technology is
there but people want to carry on with
manual efforts and what they know.”
However, Notter remained hopeful,
adding: “If this virus has done one thing
it’s speeding up people’s acceptance of
technology.”
Potential exists, in following suit with
the likes of the Automotive Industries
Association of Canada, for a wider
use of GSE performance data – OEM
models, operating conditions, utilisation,
46

emissions, etc – to facilitate R&D of the
most optimal and efficient GSE of the
future. Agnor suggests that since EBIS has
125,000 assets on their system it would
make sense for them to assume a future
role as a ‘technical services’ provider
to streamline the process of data flow
between OEMs and GSE end users.

concepts such as turning buildings into
power plants, performance contracts and
the capacity for inactive electric equipment
to sell power back to the grid surely have
merit, and present potential opportunities
for the aviation industry that would not only
work towards achieving zero emissions but
also zero marginal cost – and thus benefit
the entire value chain.

And what can we look forward to?

Notter noted: “I think that we’re going to
see a lot of different leadership models
coming out of this, and the books are
going to be re-written in many areas.”

Exactly how the post-Covid aviation
industry will manifest itself remains to
be seen. However, one thing for sure is
that the sustainability and climate change
issue is firmly back on the table, and at
the top of the global economic agenda,
while consumers’ consciousness of
‘greenwashing’ [marketing that conveys
a false impression or provides misleading
information about the extent to which a
company’s products are environmentally
sound] appears to have increased too.
It could be argued that the drive towards
going green has previously focused on
innovating physical assets, but we are now
seeing concepts such as sophisticated
asset management systems, telemetry and
fleet optimisation being validated for their
high-value benefits.
Sale and leaseback and GSE pooling
initiatives are being implemented – to
some extent – now too, which represents
something of a paradigm shift. Whilst
these options are definitely a step in the
right direction, they are only part of the
solution, and there isn’t a ‘cookie-cutter’
approach for either.
An all-encompassing solution would
include the use of a wider network of
data – in a collaborative fashion – across
the value chain to augment efficiencies in
production and utilisation, minimising the
true total cost of GSE ownership. Big data
is the gold, and using the data intelligently
and productively across all stakeholders is
what will drive real sustainable benefits.
Achieving ‘net zero’ carbon across
European airports by 2050 is no mean
feat, and the level of investment required
is beyond substantial. However, the idea
of stakeholders collaborating through
sharing data, coupled with innovative
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Old ideas need to be suspended to give
way to a clear-minded approach that
could achieve the impact and change
required to relinquish the stigma attached
to our industry. We can’t merely rest on
our laurels, or overstate green credentials
on the premise of an electric GSE fleet
quota either. Sophisticated technology
must be embraced, and our thinking
needs to go much further in evaluating
what the real green solutions are, and
what – specifically – stakeholders are
meant to engage and align with.
We’re in a new technological and
intellectually energised age, one with the
capability of achieving the targets set
out in the sustainable mandate through
a collaborative approach that embraces
nascent technology.
This is a transitional journey, and
doesn’t have to be left in the ‘too
difficult to conceive’ category or
dismissed as theoretical. It begins with
an appreciation of the need to invest
in a GSE transformation initiative
which works towards digitalisation
and wider inclusion, and which allows
organisations to benefit directly whilst
being part of – and contributing to – the
emerging global standards of end-toend GSE asset management.
History shows that communities of
interest and cohesiveness are the catalysts
for progress and development; therefore,
dynamic and informed leadership from all
participants – to foster a ‘coalition of the
willing’ – will be imperative in paving the
way towards a truly sustainable and costeffective GSE ground handling operation
of the future.
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Baumann reveals latest upgrades to its
dedicated ambulift unit
Baumann has rolled out a further modified variant of its purpose-built ambulift, the PaxLift. This is,
says the Verona, Italy-based manufacturer, the fourth iteration of the vehicle. It incorporates a range
of new additions and modifications including 360° birds-eye-view cameras, electronic safety gate,
retractable safety barriers and a laser-guided proximity detection system. The interior of the cabin has
also been upgraded to improve comfort for both driver/operator and passengers
Purpose-built for passengers with
restricted mobility (PRMs) rather than a
modification of an existing vehicle type,
the PaxLift uses three lifting columns to
elevate its cabin up to a height of 8m
in what Baumann describes as floor-todoor, with no separate lifting required to
access the cabin. The vehicle has all-wheel
steer and integrated hydraulic suspension
for maximum comfort during driving,
with interior space for six wheelchair
passengers and folding seats for up to 10
assistants. It also has a small turning circle.
New safety measures
Laser-guided distance monitoring is one
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of the standout modifications of the
latest PaxLift. The system alerts when the
vehicle is entering a low speed zone and
also brings the extending access ramp to a
halt before it touches an aircraft.
The new system incorporates six
sensors that control the PaxLift’s
approach to an aircraft, and stop the
vehicle once it reaches the appropriate
position. An automatic swivelling system
with +/-14 degrees of movement is
integrated into the ambulift’s platform
and the system allows the opening of an
aircraft door without the opening of the
vehicle’s front safety gate.
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The engagement of a ‘snail’ speed in
the zone around an aircraft, and the
prevention of contact with an aircraft’s
fuselage, brings PaxLift into line with the
International Air Transport Association’s
Air Handling Manual (AHM) 913
regulations.
A senior PaxLift technician, Lorenzo
Laezza, explains that the technology is
proven but adherence to the regulations
is not without challenges. He informs:
“At ground level the task is fairly
straightforward, but at different heights
the issue becomes more complex. PaxLift
can lift beyond 8 metres and so we have
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multiple sensors to ensure that the
process is clear and accurate.”

HKIA is a recent customer of
Baumann’s PaxLift ambulift

Klaus Pirpamer, managing director of
PaxLift, notes: “With the new upgrade
to a no-touch system, we are achieving
a safe and controlled position in relation
to the aircraft. Passengers with reduced
mobility can be safely transported to their
seats without our vehicle coming into
unnecessary contact with the aircraft.
“We are pleased we are able to offer
a solution that fully aligns to industryapproved policies and standards for GSE.
Our team is committed to continuing
to improve the PaxLift in line with the
requirements of airports and airlines.”
Another improvement made to the
PaxLift has seen the addition of a
pressure sensor to create a visible and
audible alarm that indicates to the
operator that an aircraft has settled on
its suspension while at the gate.
That settling process can take place as
a result of the weight of bags, fuel and

cargo carried by an aircraft overcoming
some of the machine’s suspension, and
can lead to the aircraft door dropping
slightly. This can then be an issue for an
ambulift such as PaxLift (as it can for
other GSE such as loaders or catering
trucks and for jetways/passenger boarding
bridges).
Other safety features include adjustable

side protection bumpers that can
cater for any door that opens wider
or is off-centre at approach – without
undermining the safety of the operator,
who can still access the door from
behind the main gate.
Pirpamer informs: “Safety is hugely
important and we’re happy to have a
system that provides additional aircraft
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Continuous improvement
The latest upgrades to PaxLift
represent part of an ongoing process
of improvement. Pirpamer notes,
however, that the unit is still a “fairly
young machine. PaxLift’s development
goes back decades but the first
patents were registered as recently
as 2016. We were already talking to
market leaders when we won our first
award 12 months later.
“In 2018 we had our extensive field
trials and testing, and then in 2019
we began mass production in earnest
after building a new production
facility. But we are continuously
learning from our customers and
improving many features, with a clear
goal of delivering the highest possible
standards. That means the highest
comfort and the most efficient
processes combined with the highest
levels of dignity for passengers.
“We believe PaxLift offers the safest
of docking processes, with a no-touch
approach and access to the aircraft
door without opening the front
gate. We always felt that this would
be the case, but the feedback we’ve
received has certainly confirmed this.
Customers also tell us that – without
stabilisers and using just a single-lift
process – PaxLift also has the most
time-efficient docking process, which
also means it’s extremely costefficient.”

door safety for customers. There have
been ambulifts on the market, and there
remain today, versions that require the
front gate to open when the side bumpers
are still not yet in position, so a risk of
falling remains. PaxLift eliminates that risk.”
Taking care of PRMs
Baumann is by no means the only ambulift
manufacturer that has taken up the
important challenge of ensuring that
50

PRMs can board and disembark from
aircraft safely and comfortably.
According to Baumann, the number of
PRMs needing the services of ambulifts
is only likely to increase over the longer
term. The manufacturer points to a
report on the experiences of wheelchair
users prepared by Professor Andrew
Philip Davies, which specifically looked
at PRMs’ experiences of air travel
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Further modifications are planned
for the unit going forward. The latest
changes have added to PaxLift as a
PRM vehicle – it is now much more
“refined”, says Pirpamer – but he
adds: “We see great potential for VIPs
[very important persons] and VVIPs
[very, very important persons], so we
are working on different possibilities
of interiors and finishing related to
the final customer.
“We are also aiming for an electric
version to be available from the first
quarter of 2022.”
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travellers. This is one of the points where
PaxLift is the winner. A faster process
assures that these situations happen less
often. PRM customers should always be
boarded before others.”
Growing customer base
PaxLift was introduced to the market in
2016. Today, it is in operation at airports in
the UK, Germany, Italy and Hong Kong. The
number of operators and airports at which
it is employed has increased over the years;
thus, for example, in November last year a
PaxLift was delivered to Düsseldorf Airport
in Germany. The truck went straight into
service with Klüh Multiservices.
Pirpamer, was present at the delivery and
observed: “DUS [Düsseldorf Airport] were
very early adopters of PaxLift, with the
most working hours and [having] shown
great faith in us from the first concept to
this latest iteration.”
“We are confident this latest PaxLift
will bring comfort and efficiency to the
operation,” Pirpamer added at that time.
Central Europe remains the main focus
in terms of potential growth markets,
“although that being said we have recently
delivered to Hong Kong International
Airport (HKIA) and continue to receive
enquiries from Asia and the Middle East,”
he informs. A PaxLift vehicle was shipped
to the Special Administrative Region of
Hong Kong towards the end of last year.

and showed that, prior to the Covid
pandemic, the number of wheelchair
users and people with disabilities who
choose to fly has grown at a faster rate
than the total number of passengers.
The study, a doctoral thesis created by
Davies at University College London,
or UCL, is called Air travel: The
experiences of wheelchair users and
those who help them and implications
for service improvements.
Davies interviewed passengers and
support staff, as well as looking at
findings from other studies in the US
and elsewhere. Whilst acknowledging
the difficulties involved in dealing with
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different levels of disabilities, the report
concludes that there is still plenty of room
for improvement, Baumann points out.
The Covid-19 pandemic has not made
things any easier. Pirpamer advises: “With
the numbers of disabled passengers
growing, and support crews reduced
following the pandemic, methods need
to be optimised to cope with the rising
demand. Addressing issues to improve the
experience of the air travel process would
of course benefit passengers, but cabin
crew and the special assistance staff too.”
He goes on: ”Boarding the aircraft after
the other passengers was found to be
difficult and often uncomfortable for PRM
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During the pandemic, “Interest in PaxLift
has remained quite high, although the
virus has had a devastating effect on
the travel industry,” Pirpamer notes.
“Obviously hopes remain high that this
is a temporary situation and one benefit
has been that it has given people time to
consider how to work most efficiently
going forward.
“Our single-operator capability, high
occupancy rate and rapid approach
method all stand us in very good stead to
allow providers to work more efficiently.”
Furthermore, according to Baumann,
the Covid-19 pandemic notwithstanding,
“We are heading into the new year with
a busy order book and more prospects
around the world.”
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